FOR ACTION: Book Rental and Instructional Fees – Secondary, 2008-2009

Recommendation:

It is recommended that secondary book rental and instructional fees for the 2008-2009 school year be established as per the attached.

Background Data:

Each year the Board of School Trustees receives a recommendation to establish book rental and instructional fees. The State determines the price of the textbooks and the State Board of Accounts determines the formula for establishing the textbook rental fees. The recommended rental fees are a reflection of actual textbook utilization based upon previously approved adoptions. The recommended instructional fees refer to the materials needed by teachers to deliver the curriculum.

The middle and high school administrators calculate the book rental and instructional fees for secondary students. The Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction met with secondary administrators to review actual instructional fees. The Director of Information Services oversees the input of the book rental and instructional fees data and prepares the textbook rental bills. The attached schedule presents that data.